TEAM RESPONSIBILITIES
Our commitment
Hurlstone Park Wanderers are a community club, that promotes playing football in an inclusive
manner, with respect for opponents, officials, and for the love of the game

What we ask and expect from our Teams
Apart from a coach and manager all teams will be expected to provide volunteers to assist the Club
with the following duties:
If teams do not provide volunteers to perform their expected duties, the club may forfeit the
following week’s game.

FIELD SET UP – FIRST TEAMS ON
The first teams scheduled to play on the Ewen Park and Beaman Park fields, as noted below, must
provide volunteers to set up the fields.


Ewen Park Small Sided Games (u6 to u8)



Ewen Park Mini Fields (u9)



Ewen Park Half Fields (u10 to u11)



Ewen Park Full Fields – (u12 to over 45’s)

Tasks include:


Set up the nets correctly.



Set up all corner posts



Collect benches and place them in the technical zones



Collect all chairs and place them I the referees area

FIELD PACK UP – LAST TEAMS OFF
The first teams scheduled to play on the Ewen Park and Beaman Park fields, as noted below, must
provide volunteers to PACK up the fields.


Ewen Park Small Sided Games (u6 to u8)



Ewen Park Mini Fields (u9)



Ewen Park Half Fields (u10 to u11)



Ewen Park Full Fields – (u12 to over 45’s)

Tasks include:


Take down the nets and pack them away.



Collect all corner posts and pack them away



Collect all benches and pack them away



Collect all chairs and pack them away.

Ground Managers will take down ropes.

Team Official

Every team, on match day, must have 1 team official. This is in addition to the ground manager. So
every team must have someone wearing the Orange Vest.
The team official role is simply required to act as an impartial observer and to assist the Ground
managers with any duties.

